EXTREME WEATHER EXTENSION CORD

CONSTRUCTION:
Highly flexible annealed 30 gauge bare copper conductors, insulated with a TPE (thermoplastic elastomer) SJEOW jacket. Operating temperatures range from -70°C to +105°C (-94°F to +221°F). The 12 gauge, 3 conductors are rated at 125V, 15A (1875W). Stocked in blue with a red striped jacket. Stocked lengths are 25, 50 and 100 ft. Standard sleeved packaging, boxed or shrink wrap packaging available upon request.

APPLICATION:
Designed for indoor and outdoor heavy industrial use. These cords are flexible, durable and manufactured in the USA, to meet or exceed all UL and OSHA requirements.

PART NO.  DESCRIPTION  LENGTH  COLOR  RATING  WEIGHT
XC0001  12/3 EXTREME EXTENSION CORDS  25'  BLUE W/ RED STRIPE  15A  3.50 lbs.
XC0007  12/3 EXTREME EXTENSION CORDS  50'  BLUE W/ RED STRIPE  15A  7.75 lbs.
XC0010  12/3 EXTREME EXTENSION CORDS  100'  BLUE W/ RED STRIPE  15A  15.50 lbs.